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particularly valuable feature ofthe catalogue is the qualification ofeach date
with a code letter indicating the basis for dating each instrument. Some
instruments have dates in their inscriptions. Others can be dated from Serial

numbers, retailers' addresses or associated documentation. If all else fails a

guesstimate is given. This is a procedure which deserves to be widely adopted.
Knowing how a date has been arrived at is very useful in .comparing

information about similar instruments in different catalogues. \7ith its gen-

erous provision of illustrations the catalogue will be a valuable reference work
for museum curators and private collectors.

The Maynooth catalogue is billed as Number One in a series

of Catalogues of Historic Scientific Instruments in Irish Collections. It seems

likely that the scientific instuments of the National Museum, including the
recendy acquired Egestorff collection, will be next in the series. This enter-
prisjng venture builds on Bumett and Morrison-Low's study of the scientific
instrument trade in lreland, Wgar Ce Mechanick (1989) and Dr Mollan's own
Irish Inaentory of Historic Scientific Instraments (in press) to indicate some of
the breadth and variety of scientific culture in Ireland.

Macleay Museum,
University of Sydney, Sydney,

New South \tr7ales, Australia.
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widely promoted today rests on a neo-pagan,'volkisch'notion that each of
us has a god within, an inner god which is a solar deity----eittrer an inner sun

or an Aryan christ-*ymbol of a successful descent to the 'realm of the

mothers'where one may have to do terrible batde before returning to the light

of individuality. Noll speculates that 'the countless thousands of devout

christian orJewish Jungians today ... would ... find this fact repugnant if they

fully understood the meaning behind the argument I make here' (p' 219)'

Jung's appeal is as alive as ever. In ovr fin-&-sr2clz too, many

run with the wolves, untroubled by difficult notions of soft inheritance or the

manner of biological transmission of a phylogenetic unconscious, or how
,explaining'the partially unknown with the wholly unknowable solves any-

body's problems. However, Noll's siholarship has dug up a few surprises,

exposing a darker corpus ttran that with which many previously had merely

theoretical differences. He undermines theoretical support claimed from

famous case material and exposes racism and claims of personal deification.

The famous case of the Solar phallus man (SPM) and the

support it gave to Jung's notion of a collective unconscious is to Jung's work

what the phrase .sometimes a cigar is iust a cigar' is to Freud's. If you know

nothing else, you know that much. Yet Noll reveals ttrat sPM's vision of the

sun ha,ving a phallus which produced the winds as it swayed was not the

independent evidence for a phylogenetic collective unconscious as claimed

by Jung and Jungians. SPM was familiar with Mithraic liturgy' Jung owned

".ra "i..a 
the second edirion (1910) of a widely available book by Dieterich

(1903) in which the lirurgy is described. He recommended such reading to

his trainee analysts, one of whom was SPM's analyst Honneger (thoughJung

claimed in I 9 5 2, removing all trace of Honneger, that he himself had analysed

SPM, backdating the case by three years).

Keeping such a story alive to bolster the belief of others in the

collective unconscious is, Noll says, at best biased cognition, at worst delib-

erate distortion byJung and his colleagues. Further perils ofJung's 'construc-

tive method of drearn analysis' are underscored when Noll notes that a

patient's dream of a celtic sword owned by her father which he 'once flashed

i., th" .rrtr in front of her' (p. 227) was given a 'volkisch' interpretation by

Jung. Small wonder there were watchdogs against pseudo-science' In early

i"rr,,,".y 1912, the Zurich Kepler bund devoted an evening to debunking

psychoanalysis.

Jung departed from any notion of science, presenting himself

as an exemplary prophet to be emulated, and as a god' Noll presents a

document, published in 1989, previously circulated only among theJungian

elect, detailing Jung's first-person account of his deification; merging with

Aion, a lion-headed god, and christ. ve are alive to the document's reso-

nances, since Noll's assiduously detailed research locates Jung within a lively

The Gods are Libido
By Doris J. F. Mcllwain

Richard Noll, The Jung Cult: Origins of a Charismatic
Moaement. Princeton: Princeton University Press.

Pp.382. $US24.95 PB.

' Comparison with the sun teaches us over and over again
that the gods are libido.... It is that part of us which is
immortal' (fung, cited in Noll, p. 170).

N NoLL's accountrJung's mission was clear: 'religion can only be replaced
by religion' (p. 188). Freud replies, 'I am not thinking of a substitute for
religion: this need must be sublimated' (p. 189), and warnedJung to resist
'black tide of occultism'. Noll's thesis is that Jung's familiar theory so



history of ideas, though the expository style means the early chapters lack
succinct links to Jung's theory.

Jung's debt to Haeckel, Bachofen and Creuzer for his notion
of a phylogenetic, collective unconscious is amply traced: Jung combined
biological vitalism with the Earth Mother Cult and Bachofenian matriarchy
to create a volkisch movement of his own' (p. 169). His debt to Ostwald for
his theory of psychological types, and reliance on Mead's work on Gnosti-
cism, Hermeticism and the Mithraic Liturgy, are demonstrated even when
sources are unacknowledged. Noll shows in clear detail the overlap in ideas.

The strange familiarity of fin-de-siicle Europe reveals a revival
of 'volkisch' movements; 'nationalistic gloups bonded together by a common
ethnic and cultural identity (the idea of VolS and seeking a political and
cultural retum to an idealized past or golden age' (p. 75) which grounded all
differences, mythological, religious or linguistic, in biology. Noll uncovers the
ground-swell of interest in sun worship, biological vitalism and belief in such
forms of inheritance as the nature of the soil influencing the blood and the
soul of the people who inhabited it. Jung asserts in I 9 18, 'just as there is a
relationship of mind to body so there is a relationship of body to earth', noting
that '[t]he Jew has too little of this quality-where has he his own earth
underfoot?' (p. 98).

Vars and high infant and matemal mortality rates and diseases

meant that 'there was a great hunger to maintain relationships with the
deceased despite the barrier ofphysical death'(p.62).Jung promised rebirth
and personal reno.)atb and a plethora of dissociative and mediumistic tech-
niques from his experiences, post I 916 terming the unconscious the land of
the dead. Despite the scholarly richness of his historical method, Noll's
account of the nature of charisma and of cults is far from clear. He plucks
out a set of criteria for a cult (p. 197) with no argument for the adequacy of
these criteria and no background. He alludes to'the Freud cult' (p. 199), yet
that it is charisma which draws followers does not make a group a cult. Rather
it requires innovative, super-empirical beliefs and a leader who accepts the
followers'idealisation and devotion as his or her due given the direct contact
s/he supposedly enjoys with the'divine'. Freud was charismatic but he had
no truck with the divine. Noll uses the term psychoanalysis without the
necessary specificity in his critical corrunents. The spotlight is on Jung, but
Freud gets a green glow. Noll gives ample.descriptive evidence that Jung
voiced beliefs and embraced symbols whose implications not everyone could
fully countenance, but he does not link this explicitly toJung's charisma. That
Jung was charismatic, we cannot doubq Noll leaves us in the dark as to why.
Going to the renowned psychiatric institution, the Burgholzi, straight out of
medical schoolrJung was second in command to Bleuler in five years. What
could explain his meteoric rise within institutions? Noll offers as basis of his
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charisma cnly his .vibrant personality and scintillating intelligence" lamely

alluding to results from social psychology about intelligent people dominating

the less inteiligent and to'individual cognitive differences' (p. 207). But not

all lively, creative, intelligent people are charismatic, and one cannol shore up

the posited basis of charisma with evidence of its institutional effects, however

these may later enhance a person's charisma.

Noll comes close to a more compelling account of charisma in
referring to Jung as 'the specialist who knew the secrets' (p' 207)' Some

awareness thatJung was well-placed to give voice to the 'unconscious longings

already prepotent'in others is required if the'uncanny power'of charismatic

leaders and..the supematural rightnesS' .(paraphrasing Weston La Barre) of
their message are not to escape our explanatory scope. Such leaders seem to

see into your very heart beiause they address longings that you are not fully

aware of, hence the impersOnal yet eerily familiar nature of the experience'

People who can do this, broach a persoi's sense of intact subiectivity. As

Kohut suggests, narcissists are acuiely sensitive to the narcissistic needs of
others. It is quite possible that Jung was well-plabed, because of his unusual

narcissism (famously addressed by Freud and Jones), to assess and give voice

to the needs of others, particularly those drawn, like him, to psychoanalysis,

personal transformation and mysticism.
If charismatic leaders share aspects of the psychology of their

followersr leading to greater understanding of that psychology, they may also

be prone to charismatic influence (it takes one to know one). Jung was very

drawn to the charismatic .Gross, a 'radical prophet of the new ethic of
eroticism'who pushed psychoanalysis to extremes as the practical technology

of Niezschianism. Jung saw him as his double: '$?henever I got stuck he

analysed me... []n Gross I discovered many aspects of my true nature, so

that he often seemed like my twin brother-except for the dementia praecox'

(p. I 5 8) . Perhaps liberated by Gross, Jung said to Freud that transference was

'monogamy fixation', which may be whyJung did not recognise his followers'

belief in his deification as transference. Jung wrote to Freud that 'sexual

repression is a very important and indispensable civilizing factor, even if
pathogenic for many inferior people' (p. 158), and in the time-honoured

tradition of charismatic leaders, continued his exploration of the'shadow part

of himself', becoming sexually involved with those (former patients) under

his power. Noll's scholarship contextualises Jung in an era teeming with

scientific and occult influences; it is a tremendous piece of work, from which

there is no going back. Noll shows conclusively that for Jung at least, where

psychoanalysis was, there shall spirituality be.
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